
CRUCIBLE THESIS STATEMENT FEAR

Arthur Miller shows this in his book. The society of Salem that Miller creates in The Crucible shows how fear can slowly
cause rational thought to deteriorate, leading to mass hysteria and eventually the breakdown of civilized behavior.
During Act I, Miller shows how each Salemâ€™s.

This demonstrates that Abigail is aware of her actions but will not admit it for doing so will mark her as a
perpetrator of innocent murder. More crucial however, are the accusations made by the children. The cycle of
oppression, opportunity, and fear created the struggle for power that was key to the outcome of both events. I
saw George Jacobs with the Devil! Because calling the Devil is hanging crime, the children deny their
witchcraft and claim to have danced in order to lessen their punishment which is another example of
preserving oneself. At the time it was believed that people of the clergy were appointed so by God which
shows that people would have utmost respect for people of the church but this was not the case with Parris.
Rather than rhaving Abigail accused, Danforth charges Mary with lying to the court and she suddenly finds
that she has become the victim. This is apparent in Act 1 when Abigail keeps trying to rekindle the
relationship between herself and Proctor but he still refutes her claims that the two are in love. Many innocent
people in this play were hanged during the Salem Witch Trials. When denial does not sufficiently channel
away the suspicions laid upon them, some characters go so far as to accuse others. Having power and authority
is truly gratifying but it is terrifying if abused and used for selfish acts. The fear escalates to such a dramatic
degree that the dominant class must respond by quashing the supposed witches with extreme strategies: the
trials and subsequent burnings of witches. Carefully examine how this fear escalates, identifying who the
responsible parties are , what their stakes were, and what tactics they used to escalate concern in their
community. This is a part of the play were all pretence and fear has left the body of John Proctor and the only
thing he has is courage and pride as he dies a martyr. This is the issue in the book The Crucible by Arthur
Miller. Not only do they fear being accused, they fear that their lives will merely become a switch that a few
children can turn on or off at a whim. As well as all the other plays and books by Arthur Miller, like St. Fear is
defined as a feeling of agitation and anxiety caused by the presence or imminence of danger. Furthermore,
Abigail herself, partakes in these accusations even while she is outside of court. This makes his fear more
powerful as it is so out of character. Arthur Miller establishes a period in the American history known as the
Salem witch trials of  This curious form of an introduction might, in fact, be the most important part of the
play, for it explains the symbolic motivations that created the conditions that made the witch hunt possible,
and, as Miller argues, such a witch hunt is not necessarily a relic of history. Has our initial need to protect our
young become an irrational fear? The characters Abigail Williams, Deputy Governor Danforth and Reverend
Parris use their power over society by manipulating people and using their authority to fulfill their personal
intentions, like material gain, vengeance, maintaining social status and reputation, The climax of the play is
John Proctor refusing to sign a confession to witchery and in turn signing his own death warrant.
Characterized as an unsteady, and unconfident person, Mary is easily overcome by the fear of execution. If
you agree that The Crucible is a cautionary tale, identify what it cautions the reader against, and how it
suggests that society avert or prevent such a fate. Abigail shows that she is not afraid of anything in her
conquest to bring unhappiness to anyone that she has ever taken a dislike to. Without these powerful incidents
of unusual behavior, the Salem witch trials would have never occurred, and many lives would have been saved


